
 

   
   

   
 
Convenors: 
Garden Route Motor Club: 

Dennis Cook – gardenroutemc@gmail.com 060 700 0192 

MG CLUB: 

Peter & Jill Morse – petermorse101@hotmail.co.uk 074 474 8368 

 

FOR YOUR INFO….. 

• Regular Breakfast Runs are held on the last Sunday of each month 

• Meeting places – KNYSNA – The Quays at the Waterfront at the end of Grey Street 

• SEDGEFIELD – Engen 1 Stop 
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Combined Events – 2021 
All events are subject to Covid -19 Restrictions 

 
Date / Day                                                          Event 

Quays 
Start 

Host - 
Invited 

January 

12 Tue Sundowner Picnic, Brenton-on-Sea 16h00 MG - ALL 

17 Sun New Members Braai, Plett Angling Club 12h00 GRMC only 

31 Sun Breakfast Run, Plett (burnt orange) 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

February 
6 Sat Hanepoot picking and lunch Jakkalsvlei  GRMC - ALL 

14 Sun Bring & Braai  MG - ALL 

28 Sun Breakfast Run, Zucchinis 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

March 
10-12 Wed-Fri Mini Tour Calitzdorp/Riversdale (2 nights)   GRMC – ALL 

28 Sun Breakfast Run, Plett  09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

April 
11 Sun Bring & Braai, Fairy Knowe, Wilderness  MG - ALL 

7 Wed Loafer’s Lunch - Enricos 12h00 GRMC – ALL 

26 Sun Breakfast Run, Zucchinis 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

May 
2 Sun Knysna Motor Show tbc  GRMC - ALL 

6-9 Thu-Sun Simola Hill Climb   

22-23 Sat-Sun Last Night of the Proms, PE tbc   GRMC - ALL 

23 Sun Breakfast Run, Plett 09h00 MG - ALL 
 

June 
5 Sat  Herold Wines, Montagu Pass w/lunch  GRMC - ALL 

15 Tue Lunch, Red Berry Farm  MG - ALL 

28 Sun Breakfast Run, Zucchinis 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

July 

11 Sun Tsitsikamma Memorial Run, lunch at Tsitsikamma Inn.  GRMC - ALL 

18 Sun Lunch, Hoeka Toeka, Hoekwil  MG - ALL 



26 Sun Breakfast Run, Plett 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

August 

5-8 Thu-Sun Combined Tour, Arniston & Cape Agulhas  GRMC - ALL 

15 Sun GRMC AGM  GRMC only 

22 Sun Lunch, La Rosa Blu Café, Outeniqua Pass  MG - ALL 

29 Sun Breakfast Run, Zucchinis 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

September 

11 Sat Visit to Scribante Classic Merc Collection- lunch @ 

Dutton’s Cove, Herold’s Bay 

 GRMC - ALL 

19 Sun Bring & Braai, De Vasselot, Nature’s Valley  MG - ALL 

26 Sun Breakfast Run, Plett 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

October 

13-16 Wed-Sat Technical Tour EC  GRMC - ALL 

17 Sun Bring & Braai, Keurbooms Nature Reserve, Plett  MG - ALL 

31 Sun Breakfast Run, Zucchinis 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

November 

7 Sun Century Charity Run  GRMC - ALL 

14 Sun Bring & Braai, Reitz Farm, Hoekwil  MG - ALL 

14-20  CapeMog annual tour  GRMC 

26-27 Fri-Sat Stilbaai /Gin Factory  GRMC -All 

28 Sun Breakfast Run, Plett 09h00 MG - ALL 
    

 

December 

5 Sun GRMC Christmas lunch 12h00 GRMC only 

10 Fri Gasoline Alley Braai 16h30 MG/GRMC 
    

 

 Note: Events labelled GRMC-All or MG-All are open to members of both clubs 

  

     

Chairman’s Chirp – Nov/Dec 2020   

 What a year 2020 has been. This will be the last Torque for 2020 with the next 

Torque to be issued at the end of January 2021. 



Let me start by updating you on the Covid virus which attacked some of the GRMC 

members on the November Summer Holiday short tour to the Cape. (The report on 

the tour itself has been covered in this Torque). 29 Members (14 couples and I) 

participated in the tour, of which 15 members were tested positive with Covid. 

Although the balance of the group was not affected, all of them went into self-

isolation for the 7 to 10 day period. It has been an uphill battle for the effected group 

of members. ln some instances the recovery has been steady while others have 

regressed and finding their condition difficult. Our prayers remain with those and we 

wish them a speedy recovery. Since being affected we are all now between day 16 

and 18. Effectively we are now immune to the virus and cannot pass it on to anyone 

else.  It certainly has been a horrific experience and I would not wish it on anybody. 

What it has proven, is it does not matter how careful you are, we all remain 

vulnerable. Please be safe and stick to the basic protocols. To give you an idea of my 

experience of the virus I list the following. Headaches were my first sign, followed by 

dizziness and a dry cough, a loss of taste and smell and fatigue set in. Days 7, 8 & 9 

were my zombie days where I slept most of the days and nights with no energy or 

appetite for food (not even a glass of wine). Improvement has been gradual with up 

and down days continuing with the same symptoms. We have been told that the 

affects could linger on for a while. It is now a case of rebuilding our strength. We 

would like to thank all for the encouraging messages received and all greatly 

appreciated. 

The year 2020 will be known in history as the year of Covid 19, when the whole 

country came to a standstill under the lockdown rules. This has, like for many other 

motoring clubs, had a direct impact on the activities of GRMC. At the end of March 

we had no choice but to suspend all of our meetings and calendar of events. This was 

particular sad as we also had to cancel the Knysna motor show which was already at 

an advanced stage of planning. During the lockdown period the club was kept “alive” 

by communicating to members by means of the monthly Torque. Here we covered 

interesting car related articles, how members spent their time during LD and 

narratives of GRMC members and their love for cars. To all who contributed to these 

elements we say big thanks.  Included in this Torque Norman Frost has given us a 

snap shot of his colourful car related career. We have had some wonderful write-up’s 

and I urge you please to put pen to paper and let Dennis Cook have your story. We 

would love to hear from you.  With the government easing the restrictions to level 1 

in recent months, we did manage a weekend away to Assegaaibos and the Langkloof 

, to stage the Century run ( see the write-up in this Torque) and the Summer Holiday 

to the Cape (See the write-up in the Torque) . However with a new increase in Covid 



infections, particularly in the Garden Route and our recent experience, all activities 

for the remainder of the year have been cancelled. Unfortunately the very popular 

Xmas lunch also had to be cancelled. It certainly is not a great way to see the year 

out. However let’s hope for better things in 2021!!. You will find included in this 

month’s Torque the combined GRMC & MG calendar. Some interesting events have 

been included and it will be appreciated if you can please diarise these dates. While 

it still is early days regarding the future status of Covid and the restrictions 

applicable, we will be keeping you updated should any event be cancelled. The 

Knysna motor show which is earmarked for May 2 is one such event. A decision will 

have to be made by the end of January, 2021 to proceed, postpone or cancel the 

event.  

In spite of all the difficulties that GRMC had to contend with, it is most encouraging 

and our pleasure to welcome the following new members.  We wish them a happy 

and enjoyable time within the GRMC family. A short introduction of each member is 

provided below                

Barry Eatwell- a new member residing in Sedgefield.    

Barry has a 2000 BMW Z4 3.0 
I was born and schooled in Cape Town before opting for a life in banking. I retired in 2012 
while my wife Ann retired in 2015 from a career in the field of pharmaceuticals. We relocated 
to Sedgefield in 2019.  
  
My interest in motor cars and motor cycles goes back to childhood as my late father was an 
extreme enthusiast in all forms of motor sport. Attending motor sport events became a much 
loved family activity. In 1977 I acquired a motocross bike and competed at various levels 
until 1981, initially in the Eastern Cape as I was living in Grahamstown at that time, and then 
in the WP Championship. All the while hankering to race saloon cars, this was sadly not to 
be.  
My “career” as a rally navigator commenced in 1992, alongside Gavin Grierson in his 1976 
Datsun 1600 SSS, and in year 2000 we won our class in the WP Rally Championships, for 
which we were awarded MSA Colours. In the same year we won the WP SAHRA 
Championship. I have always had a passion for older motor vehicles largely, I imagine, for 
reasons of sentiment and nostalgia and have regularly attended Crank Handle Club displays 
in the past.  
We look forward to participating in GRMC activities. 
 

      Mark Barendse – introducing a new member 
  
My father owned an Alfa Romeo 1300 Sprint GT and an 
Austin Healey before I was born. My whole life (it sounds 
like) I heard about his Healey and this Alfa. So earlier this 
year, just after lockdown lifted a little, I purchased Norman 
Frost’s 1958 Austin Healey 100/6 as a surprise for my 

 



father. Norman delivered it to our house and my father started telling his story again about 
his Healey, until Norman informed my father that he was delivering my father’s new car, 
which resulted in my father falling speechless (hee hee). 
  
I was given a 1972 Alfa Romeo GT 1600 Junior as a 21st birthday present from my parents. 
3 years later I had to scrap her as she was so badly rusted. I assumed I would simply find 
another, so I kept my interior and all parts, all these years, moving from city to city with me. I 
am now 49, and during lockdown I finally found one online after actively searching since 
2015, and simply took the dive and I purchased it. I did not want a 1750 or 2000, which I 
found often. I wanted the car I had when I was 21. I finally saw it for the first time when it 
arrived here on the truck during lockdown, and was shocked to realise the excellent 
condition it was in. And more shocked when I stripped it and found no rust. It has 85,000km 
on it. The front and rear windows were removed 2 
weeks ago at the painters, and again we found 
no rust. I spent some time completely stripping 
both vehicles, and they are currently in for paint 
(photos attached). We hope to have them back in 
December, all finished up and new. My home 
address is 6 Disa Hill Close, Rexford, Knysna, 
which I purchased earlier this year. My parents 
now live with me. 
My father was a vehicle designer at VW for 27 
years, hence the family love of VW’s I guess. 
Some more history…. the black Jetta 4 (TDi) was 
the car my dad got when he retired in 2005 from VW. It still looks as good as the day he got 
it, maybe even better now as I had the interior factory redone earlier this year. The green 
Jetta 3 (CLX) behind my son’s red Golf 7 R is a 1994 model and was my first car. In 1995 I 
bought a Golf 3 GTi and I gave the Jetta to my mom. Last year I bought this car back from 
my folks and passed it on as a gift to my daughter’s boyfriend, as his first ever car (almost 
like in the old VW add). The car still looks brand new also, as I had it totally touched up in 
September last year for my mom before I bought it back. In return I purchased my mom a 
little VW Up (behind the Jeep which as a matter of completely useless information is the first 
2020 Jeep delivered to South Africa, which I took delivery of in October last year as a pre-
order). Oh, and the Polo is my ex-father-in-law’s who was visiting. My other son has a new 
Polo and my ex-wife a 2014 VW Beetle. And finally my daughter is currently awaiting 
delivery of her first car, a VW T-Cross. Jeez….I gotta stop with cars! 
 Just after lockdown I also purchased a 1960 Vespa and a 1993 Vespa 
 
 Below is some of Mark’s Fleet. 

 

       
     

As usual I am incorporating the following link which covers a bit of motoring 

nostalgia – enjoy.  

 



In the early 30’s the prestigious motor manufacturer of the day Austin Morris had 

the sharpest pencils and latest slide rules to work out the “state of the art “vehicle.   

https://www.liveleak.com/view?t=uczR1_1605976115. 

With the festive season upon us, all that remains is that your GRMC 

committee would like to wish you and your families the very best over the 

festive season and hope that 2021 will be a year that we can fully enjoy the club 

and the passion that we have for our cars. Thank you for your continued 

support. Also big thanks must go to the committee for the outstanding effort 

put in during these difficult times. We are very lucky to have such a group of 

committed people. 

Please remember to strictly adhere to the Covid protocols. Be safe and don’t 

put yourself or family at risk. If you are traveling please take care. 

Until 2021, 

Peter 

 

 

   
 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY  December 

6th Jane Jones  6th Lorna Lyons-Lewis 7th Mike Griffiths  
6th Clare Miller  9th Sylvia Marshall  13th Kate Smart 
14th Jan Mentz  14th Laurie Smart  16th Cyril Maree 
16th Chris Rist  16th Wendy van Zyl  20th Don Steenkamp 
21st Pierre Cronje  21st Bernard King  23rd Sheridan Renfield 
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 January:  
 1st Frans Gerber  2nd Sheila Le Feuvre  
 5th Bob Hunt   5th Louise McCallum 7th Richie Jute 
 7th Stuart Lottering  8th Lionel Hewitt  8th Paul Dugmore 
 8th Elize Grobbelaar  11th George Clary  12th Brian Gibson 
 20th Ron Hollis  23rd Anne Douglas   
 30th Bridgette Le Patourel 

 

 

Summer Holiday Escape to the Cape  - November 16 -20 ( 4 nights) 

After careful consideration of the Covid pandemic a group of 29 GRMC 

members (14 Couples and I) signed up for a 

well-planned “Summer Holiday Escape “to 

the Cape. All of the planned places that were 

to be visited were informed that the Covid 

regulations had to apply.  The group 

Departed on 

Monday 

Nov 16 with 

the lunch 

stop being 

in Swellendam. As there were varying 

departure points this was the first time the 

group were 

all together. 

A light lunch was enjoyed at, the newly 

established, “Aan die Eike” restaurant where 

 

 

 



after the group departed for Bredasdorp for a quick visit to the Kapula candle 

factory. A few Xmas goodies were purchased and the planned route was to 

Gansbaai / Stanford to the Birkinhead Brewery where a well-deserved beer 

was enjoyed, having covered 440km. (unfortunately the group got split and 

different routes were taken, but we all made it to the Birkinhead Brewery). It 

was now a short hop to Hermanus where we checked into the Harbour House 

Hotel. The hotel is located in a prime position with magnificent views and 

within walking distance to restaurants. Here we were joined by Tim and Sheila 

Le Feuvre who now reside in Hermanus, but have remained members of 

GRMC. There was time for some of us to stretch our legs or have a lie-down 

before we headed to the famous” Fisherman’s Cottage” restaurant for our 

evening meal. To comply with the Covid requirements we made sure that we 

had booked the restaurant out and pre-ordered our respective meals. A great 

day was had by all as we headed for a good night sleep. That is for those who 

did not partake in seeing the evening out with a couple of Grappa’s!!! to end 

the evening off . 

On Tuesday morning we were woken with rain 

clouds and after a leisurely breakfast we 

departed on a wine tasting route up the “Hemel 

and Aarde Valley Road”. To keep the convoy 

together 

was 

becoming difficult and some over shot the 

turn-off to our first tasting at 

“Hermanuspieterfontein”. After some 

logistics we managed to get the group 

together and enjoyed some of the wines 

on offer. All their wines have 

interesting Afrikaans names such as “Swart 

Skaap, Klein Boet , Bloos, Kaalvoet Meisie “ .  Some purchases were made and 

some even purchased their wine glasses on offer!! . Our next stop, following 

the 

 

 

 

 



very scenic drive up the “Hemel and Aarde Road” was a visit to Creation Wines. 

By now the rain was bucketing down and we were glad to get into the Creation 

Wine tasting room / restaurant. What a beautiful setting and facility. It was just 

a pity that we were not able to enjoy the outside because of the rain. We were 

seated at long tables suitably placed and tasted some of their best wines as 

well as olive oil. The tasting was done in a very professional, friendly and 

helpful manner. If ever you are in the area it is a wine Estate well worth 

visiting. They also have a restaurant which does wine paring with different 

dishes. More wines and olive oil were purchased before setting off to Caledon 

and then to the Dassiefontein Farm stall located on the N2 , for a comfort 

break .Our route then took us to Bot Rivier , where a light lunch was enjoyed at 

a unique restaurant , “The Shuntin Shed “ -  located in the now defunct railway 

station. After lunch we drove home in a loop back to Hermanus to relax and 

explore a bit of Hermanus on our own. The evening meal was to be enjoyed at 

Rossi’s Italian Restaurant. (One of the oldest restaurants in Hermanus )  

Fortunately we checked to confirm our booking and were told that they 

expected us the following night!! . This is in spite of us having confirmation of 

the correct date. However with a bit of shuffling we were accommodated and 

while the service was slow we enjoyed some quality Italian food and great 

interaction – the helpings were just too big. 

On Wednesday morning we said goodbye to Hermanus with a howling South 

Easter on our tail, as we followed one of the most scenic routes in SA, if not the 

world. The route took us along Kleinmond, Betty’s Bay, along Clarence Drive, 

skirting False Bay to the quaint Gordon’s bay. Trying to avoid the main roads, 

keep the group together and have some more scenic driving we headed for 

Muizenberg, Fish Hoek and on to the Noordhoek Farm village for a comfort 

break and a taste of unique Kirsten’s kick- Ass ice cream made from local 

produce. It is Jo Cook’s favourite and all of 

us lined up for a cup of ice cream and some 

even going back for seconds. The 

Noordhoek farm village has a unique 

setting with some very interesting shops 

which some of the women could not 

resist!!!.  
 



We then continued over Chapman’s Peak 

on to Hout Bay where we enjoyed a light 

seafood lunch at the Dune’s Restaurant. 

We were again separated from the 

main restaurant to comply as requested. 

After lunch we visited Dave Lyon’s (a friend) 

beautiful Houtbay Estate to view his 

pristine collection of rare cars. It was a 

privilege to view these cars and we 

thank Dave for allowing us to view the cars and to interact with him at his 

home. We then followed the scenic coastal road (with the South Easter still 

blowing harder than ever ) past the 12 Apostles to the beautiful Bay Hotel 

located on the beach front  in Camps Bay , where we stayed for two nights . 

We had some time to relax and some even ventured out for a walk in the 

strong wind and got sandblasted from the beach sand for their effort. The 

evening meal was enjoyed at the Ocean Blue Restaurant, which is located on 

the Camps Bay Golden Mile and within walking distance from the hotel. We 

had our separate area within the restaurant and ended up being a most 

enjoyable evening.  

We awoke on Thursday, (our last day) to a beautiful summers day with no 

wind. A busy day lay ahead of us and after a relatively early breakfast we 

headed for Stellenbosch and over Hells Hoogte to the Tokara wine Estate and 

Deli. The route was complex and carefully planned with key members of the 

group ensuring that no one got lost.  This was intended as a comfort break and 

also to view the beauty and offerings in the Deli area. Again the ladies did not 

disappoint and several came back with purchases. Unfortunately we did not 

have enough time to fully explore Tokara, but it is well worth a visit again. We 

journeyed on to visit the Franschoek Motor Museum (FMM). The visit was 

done a bit differently this time. As some of the ladies did not want to view the 

cars, we entered at the Anthonji Rupert wine farm where the ladies enjoyed 

tea / coffee and the rest of the group were transported by tram to the FMM 

.Strict Covid regulations were applied here as well and Wayne Harley, the FMM 

Curator, met us and accompanied us through the four halls of car displays. As 

we moved through the displays he shared his knowledge of the various cars on 

display. This certainly made it a very interesting and worthy visit. With time 

 



moving on we were also given a quick tour of the workshop where the vehicles 

are maintained. This is not normally accessible to the public. Back on the tram 

we could admire the size of the estate and also had a good view of the FMM 

private race track. It was then off to the Hey Joe Restaurant & Brewery for a 

light lunch.   

We were met here by Peter Dimaio (a friend) 

who 

organised a 

display of 12 

fantastic 

classic cars 

(20 people), 

including an immaculate D-Type Jaguar 

replica, from Franschoek to join us for lunch. 

The food and comrade all were thoroughly 

enjoyed and the group left at their own pace and made their way back to 

Camps Bay. We had planned to include a return route via the Franschoek Pass 

,The Tweewaterskloof Dam and Grabouw back to Camps Bay but unfortunately 

time did not permit . Maybe next time if we are in the area!!! .  

Then disaster hit us !!. I had a call from one of the members that he needed to 

be taken to hospital as he was not well and experiencing an irregular 

heartbeat. I rushed him off to the Chris Barnard Memorial Hospital located on 

the Foreshore (it is a brand new hospital recently opened). The member was 

checked in at emergency and was immediately seen by a doctor while I 

remained in the waiting area.  I was soon informed that he was placed in ICU 

with a heart block and would require a pacemaker to be fitted. This would be 

done the following morning. I left the hospital to convey the message to the 

member’s wife and the group who had already gathered for the last evening 

meal held at the Zen Zero restaurant. It certainly was a shock to the group who 

then spent a quiet evening in each other’s company. I was awoken the 

following morning to be told that the Covid test done on the member was 

positive and was the cause of his heart condition and he did not have to have a 

pacemaker fitted. He however would have to remain in ICU to be treated for 

his Covid condition. The group were individually informed of the situation and 

 

 



that all had to return home and go into self-isolation. Should anyone show 

signs of Covid they should be tested. As many of the members were staying on 

to see family or were stopping off on their way home these plans all had to be 

undone. In the interim the sick members’ daughter flew down to CT and with 

his wife accompanied me back with his car. Everyone got back safely and all 

went into self-isolation. 

While all the precautions were taken this dreadful Covid virus infiltrated us!!. 

The unknown is where did we become infected or did it come with us from our 

area. This we will never know.  It was a great tour and thoroughly enjoyed by 

everyone and very sad that it ended in the way that it did.( There will be more 

coverage on the Covid effected members under the “Chairman’s Chirp ) 

Peter                                                         

                 
 

 

   Century Charity Run 2020 

By Dennis Cook 

The Garden Route Motor Club holds its annual “Century Charity Run” in November and aims 
to provide motoring fun for owners of classic cars and, at the same time, raises money for 
two Sedgefield charities which are the” The Living Cornerstone and “Slow Town mobile 
meals”. In order to compete in the event, the ages of the driver and his vehicle or bike must 
equal or exceed 100 years and a route of approximately 100 km is travelled- which is why it 
is called the Century Charity Run. The entry fee for the event is R100 per car in keeping with 
the theme and all proceeds go to the charities. Prizes are given in certain categories and it is 
usual to hold a raffle for a range of prices which have been donated for the run to raise 
additional funds. 



There was some trepidation in organising the event this year because of the Covid 19 
lockdown regulations but, as both of these charities urgently require funding and, as most of 
the owners of these classic cars had been starved of motoring activity for many a month, it 
went ahead. 
It was decided that this year’s event would be conducted with the minimum of person-to-
person contact and would conform in every way to the lockdown regulations in order to 
keep participants safe. Registrations for the event had to be done online and entry fees paid 
into the club bank account so that no cash would need to be handled. The entry fee was 
raised to R100 per head because there would not be a raffle. Although last year's event 
drew 60 cars and ended at a well-known buffet restaurant in Rhenedal, there were only 30 
entries for this year’s event. The mosaic village in market was chosen for the start point and 
also for the ending where lunch could be provided to the participants in an open-air 
environment with more than adequate space for social distancing. The Mosaic Village kindly 
provided the use of their PA system and the venue. Sunday 1 November turned out to be 
the kind of beautiful sunny day that encouraged top-down motoring for the lovely selection 
of classic and sports cars. The festive banter showed how all were enjoying the day.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A scenic drive followed through Hoekwil to Bergville and back. That we could not have a 
strictly 100 km route is because no one wants to drive their beautifully cared for beauties on 
a dirt road and everyone enjoyed the drive.  Some of our Club members who preferred to 
stay safe in lockdown sent in “virtual entries” by way of a donation, for which we thank 
them.  
A delicious Sunday roast was catered for by well-known Louisa and Joe Groenewald of the 
Whistle stop cafe at a very reasonable price, while the Mosaic cafe opened to provide 
refreshments. All enjoyed the lekker ‘boerekos” and many supported a view that future 
events should both start and end in Sedgefield with its lovely open air venue.  
A range of exciting prizes was available, courtesy of some great Sedgefield restaurants and 
the ever-energetic Gilda Scammel, who runs “The Living Cornerstone” who had secured 
wonderful prizes ranging from a day at a Golf Club to Paragliding. To add fun and interest 
this year all prizes could be won by simply having a lucky sticker. These had been stuck 
under each table and contestants had to look for them when seated. This proved to be lots 
of fun but a few did not find theirs and a few tables were empty as some friends had 
decided to have more than 4 at their table.  These unclaimed prizes were auctioned off with 
hilarity which raised another R3660. In total an amount of R14,851 was raised and which 
will be donated to our 2 charities.  

  



A fun day was enjoyed by all including some spectators and hopefully we have made a small 
difference to some less privileged Sedgefield people.  
 

             
 
Thanks go to our sponsors : Seeff Properties, AMF of Knysna (Hermann Jeuschenak) and 
Auto Barn of Ceres, who provide tyres for classic cars as well as the Mosaic Village and 
Market.  
 

Prizes were donated by : 

• Sedgefield classic cars- your Garden Route Classic car broker 

• Li O La- Our new Vegan restaurant whose food is so good that even carnivores love 
it.  Located at the Scarab Market:  Tel 073 192 8951 

• Mosaic Table- Our new Mediterranean/Asian fusion food restaurant at the Mosaic 
Market, deliciously different.  Tel:  083 442 2213 

• Slow Roasted Coffee, Mosaic market, Sedgefield. Delicious coffee and artisan 
bakes. Tel : 082 854 1959 

• Da Vinci Trattoria- old Sedgefield friends now located on the Island at C/O Paul 
Kruger and Jan Van Riebeek. Artisan Italian cuisine . Tel  044 343 1867 

• Moonshine Runner’s Diner- serving breakfast to dinner, Italian cuisine, vegan and 
vegetarian dishes meat dishes, cold meats. Tel : 044 343 2526 

• Mr Kaai : The best and freshest Fish ’n chips you have ever tasted. Seafood platters 
are a speciality. Tel : 074 756 8103 Located in Uil St next to the Whistle Stop Café. 

• Auto Man and Sedge Auto Spares- located at Sedgefield Classic cars. Motor 
spares, servicing and repairs to all makes. Tel : 044 343 1035 

• Pezula Resort Hotel & Spa, Knysna. Located on the Eastern Head of Knysna, 
surrounded by a lush paradise of indigenous forests, mountains, lakes and pristine 
beaches. Tel : 044 302 3333 

• Eagle’s Nest Resort and Function Venue, Sedgefield. Tel : 084 500 6054  

• Pine Lake Marina, self-catering accommodation on the banks of the Swartvlei Lake 
Tel : 044 349 2200 

• Monkeyland, Birds of Eden & Jukani Wildlife Sanctuary. Tel : 072 613 2261 

• Kingswood Golf Estate, George. Tel : 0861 727170 

• Plettenberg Bay Country Club. Tel 044 5332132 

• Fly Time Paragliding, Sedgefield. Soar with the eagles and a qualified instructor. 
Tel : 072 612 8168 

• Engen 1 Stop, Sedgefield. Filling station, convenience store and Wimpy.  
 

Last but not Least: The Living Cornerstone, Alzheimer’s care homes  

 

 



Getting to know Norman Frost- His story  
 
My father Neville was probably the reason I was interested in cars from an early age. 
We lived in Westville, Durban and my father used to race and rally his Triumph TR3A (comes 
from a good family!) and Zephyr 6. After moving from Durban to Great Brak River in 1965 
Neville's passion faded and my two brothers and I were sent off to boarding school. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

National Service was compulsory at the time and in 
July 1975 I was sent off to do basic training at 1SSB in 
Bloemfontein. I became an Eland (armoured car) 
driver and spent most of 1976 in South West Africa driving an Eland on the border and then 
training "three month campers" to drive  Unimogs in Windhoek. 
After the army my first job was merchandising margarine and soup which didn't do it for me 
apart from driving Peugeot 404 Station Wagons around Johannesburg. In February 1978 I 
started working as a salesman for Lindsay Saker Rosettenville with a basic salary of R250.00! 
Most of the new car sales were  VW Beetles for which I was enumerated R30.00 per unit 
sold. I then worked for a year at Dornat Motors VW  Braamfontein followed by a further two 
years at Lindsay Sakers VW Randburg and Sandton. My average monthly sales were 18 units 
a month which netted me about R2000 per month and along with a brand new company car 
every few months I was the envy of my friends most of whom 
were still at Varsity. 
I then had a brief stint of about six months in 1982 selling new 
BMW'S at Forsdicks in Germiston. 
In 1983 I joined "Countrywide Cars" as a junior partner with my 
ex sales manager and promptly bought myself a new Golf GTi 
for R10000.00! We operated from a used car lot in Regents 
Park, south of Johannesburg. A number of women were 
employed on a commission basis to cold call transport managers 
at large companies offering to buy their sales reps cars. 
They made use of Braby's directories to make contact with the 
transport managers and then would send us out to view the cars 
which were mostly Ford Cortina's, Toyota Cressida's, Merc W123's and VW Golfs etc. This 
was long before cell phones and all we had was pagers to keep in contact with each other. 
We later progressed to radio phones in our cars which were a great communication tool for 
us. Specific areas of the Witwatersrand were canvassed to save time and fuel. Cars were 
evaluated and quotes were given on the spot. 
We used to buy and sell about 80 cars per month and sometimes do over one hundred but 
with very small profit margins. 

 

 

 



Dealers would come up to JHB from all over the country to buy "parcels" of cars from us. 
It was very interesting to see how different makes of cars were popular in certain areas. 
Rovers to Cape Town, Cortina’s to Durban and Peugeot 504's to Botswana for example. 
The large Merc's, BMW'S and Datsun Laurel's would end up in towns like Klerksdorp or 
Middleburg. 
At this time I owned a 1960 Austin Healey 3000 BN7 which I had restored. I sold it in 1985 
for R15,000! 
After a tragedy in our family I decided that it was not all about the money so I decided to 
move on, joining up with Jennie's brother to start a new company doing the same type of 
business but as an equal partner. We called ourselves "Autoquote" and were based in 
Bedfordview where we lived as well. Being young guys Rob Drake and I had a lot fun buying 
and selling cars. 
 We drove around JHB in our HalfAlfa (see pic) which was an Alfasud with a shortened 
wheelbase. Rob and I bought a TVR Granturra ex David Cohen for R4,500 and promptly sold 

it for R5,000 happy with our profit for the day.  
The lure of wanting to live at the coast was too strong and after two successful years with 
Rob, Jennie and I moved down to Knysna with our two infant children. Peter Bern of Bern's 
Toyota offered me a position as a salesman the same day we bought "Rolling Waters" while 
on holiday in the Garden Route in December 1988. Our new home on the Main Road was 
arguably the first B+B in Knysna and ours is still our home today 31 years on. 
Jennie got very busy hosting guests also starting a play school while I  sold new Toyota's and 
BMW's for "Bern's of Knysna". I must admit I got a bit bored with the product and the rate 
of sales. When I spotted the empty showroom at the Shell Garage my brother David and I 
immediately signed a lease and started taking in anything with wheels on a consignment 
basis. 
Our closed corporation was called "Toys for Boys" but as there was a Pty Ltd company with 
the same name and with a suspect reputation we decided to trade as Frost Brothers. 
Our showroom soon filled up with beach buggies, old Jeeps, Land Rovers, the odd unusual 
motor car and motor cycles. We exported our first car which was a 1930 Ford Model A to 
the UK not long after opening our doors in 1996. We went on to exporting many cars to 
customers all over the world and took a bit of flak from the odd enthusiast who thought we 
were being greedy and opportunistic as we were selling our countries heritage. 



The drop in the value of the Rand in 2001 was good news for the foreign tourists who 
spotted some beautiful cars in our showroom. Many of them were frequenting the many 
good restaurants and pubs we had on the Main Road back then. 
Shell was planning a revamp of their site in 2005 and were sadly not keen on a classic car 
sales showroom even though it attracted many customers to their site. By this time my 
brother David was no longer with me. I had to move quickly and the only affordable "closed 
in" building I could find and afford was in the Knysna Industrial Area. My 1958 Jaguar XK150 
FHC was sold for R250,000 and Jennie's 1958 Merc 220S Ponton Cabriolet for R350,000 to 
help finance  the dilapidated building I had found and bought. Operating from the Industrial 
Area meant I had to make use of the Internet and social media to do the sales. 
Not many customers were visiting my warehouse except for the odd bus load of tourists 
that were drinking free samples at Mitchell's Brewery next door. A data base of  classic car 
enthusiasts was soon built up and I made it my mission to send out bcc mails with pics to 
these potential customers offering them fresh temptations on a regular basis. 
Many deals were put together in this way by keeping track of who wanted what classic car. 
It became and is a bit like fishing....If your line wasn't in the water ....comes to mind. 
Within a few years the Industrial Area became a mecca for classic car enthusiasts with many 
a workshop and services related to classic cars opening their doors. The fifteen years I spent 
in the Industrial Area was most enjoyable and my plan was to never retire. Being a 
warehouse as opposed to a showroom meant I wasn't trapped on the sales floor all day. 
I truly loved the business I was in and can't think of anything else I would have rather spent 
my life doing. 
Now at the age of 65 with 45 years of petrol in my veins I can slow down and enjoy doing 
the odd deal and tinkering with a car or two. Many friends and good contacts were made 
but the one special friend, mentor and right-hand man was Pat Clough. Pat has an incredible 
knowledge of old cars and was always there for me. So many beautiful cars were going to 
kept forever but the temptation of another sale and the fact that I needed to earn a living 
was too strong!  
Many a good car story can be told but perhaps for another day...... 
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Government ban on sale of new cars with internal combustion engines from 2030 The UK 
Government has revealed plans to ban the sale of new petrol and diesel cars by 2030 followed by 
the same sanctions being placed on all hybrid vehicles five years later, in 2035. The move is part of 
the UK Government’s £12 billion strategy for stimulating green industry and quite naturally has 
caused huge concern within the motor industry. The UK Government has promised a £1.3 billion 



investment in establishing a charging infrastructure across the country to service the demands of the 
new electric vehicles. The move suggests that Government policy will still support the use of private 
vehicles as a mode of daily transport, but not when they are required to be powered by fossil fuels. 
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs must consider the implications of this policy on the 
historic vehicle movement from the point of view of our need to focus solely on protecting the 
freedoms to use heritage transport on the UK’s roads, unhindered. The Federation is not concerning 
itself with debating the ‘for and against’ arguments around certain technologies and power sources 
for new vehicles used purely for commuting and functional transportation purposes. Indeed, it may 
well be that in a couple of decade’s time, the early Nissan Leaf and Tesla models for example will be 
joining the ranks of historically important vehicles and referred to as ‘classic cars.’ The Federation 
recognises there are already a significant number of electric vehicles represented within the historic 
vehicle community and some examples of these were displayed on the ‘Village Green’ area of the 
NEC Classic Motor Show in 2019 on the Federation stand. The exhibits included a 1912 Baker Electric 
Car, 1974 Zagato Zele and a 1940 Moteur Électrique created by the French manufacturer Lucien 
Rosengart as a direct replacement for the Austin 7 engine he used in the cars built under license in 
Paris. In the early part of the twentieth century electric vehicles made up a larger proportion of the 
total vehicles on the road than they do today. In 1900, 20 per cent of cars on the roads in the USA 
were electric and iconic manufacturers such as Studebaker actually entered the market initially 
building electric vehicles. So, we must recognise that electric vehicles have been as much a part of 
the history and heritage of road transport as they are its future. The main focus points of the 
Federation’s activities in light of the announcement of the intended 2030 ban on the sale of new ICE 
vehicles will be limited to: a) Ensuring the ban on new vehicles does not extend to restrictions on the 
use of pre-existing vehicles powered by fossil fuels. In particular, historic vehicles over 30 years old 
and ‘future historic vehicles’ yet to reach the rolling 30-year classification of historic. b) Monitoring 
the effects of changing mainstream consumer demand for petrol and diesel on the accessibility and 
affordability of fuel supplies for vehicles requiring fossil fuels. c) Lobbying for the protection of fossil 
fuel supplies long into the future to service historic vehicles. The Federation urges caution amongst 
the historic vehicle community not to ‘panic’ that historic vehicles are in some way about to be 
made obsolete or unusable as a result of the announcement of these intended UK Government 
bans. As the 2020 National Historic Vehicle Survey has revealed, there are more than 1.5 million 
historic vehicles registered in the UK and therefore they represent a material element of our 
National Heritage. Additionally, the historic vehicle sector contributes a huge £7.2 billion to the UK 
economy through highly skilled jobs that will be a vital part of the regeneration of the UK’s economy 
post- pandemic and post- Brexit. Despite that huge financial input into the health of our country, the 
National Historic Vehicle Survey also shows us that the use of historic vehicles only contributes to 
0.2% of the total annual miles driven in the UK. That amount of road use is very small in the overall 
aim to reduce carbon emissions to levels safe for the health and future of the planet. Nonetheless, 
the Federation recently appointed an Environmental Director on our board, tasked specifically with 
monitoring, offsetting and measuring the carbon output of the historic vehicle movement. The 
strength in numbers that the historic vehicle community enjoys will help to ensure that we cannot 
be ignored or hindered without significant financial implications for the country. If we work together 
as a sector to encourage continued health, growth and skills for the future – the movement stands 
every chance of survival and the future of historic vehicles powered by internal combustion engines 
will be secured, regardless of what technology has in store for the future of road transport. To read 
the facts behind why the Historic Vehicle community is part of the answer to build the UK economy 
into the future and why the sector deserves a bright future, you can read the National Historic 
Vehicle Survey results from 2020 online now at www.fbhvc.co.uk. Press Release page 2 of 2 For 
media enquiries, please contact: • Wayne Scott – Classic Heritage PR & Media on behalf of the 
FBHVC Email: wayne@classicheritagepr.co.uk Tel: 07759 260899 Editor’s notes The Federation of 
British Historic Vehicle Clubs exists to maintain the freedom of its members to use historic vehicles 
on the UK’s roads, hence its campaign message: ‘Yesterday’s Vehicles on Tomorrow’s Roads’. The 



FBHVC has over 500 member clubs representing over 250,000 individual owners. Website: 
www.fbhvc.co.uk 

       

 
     Motoring Minutia  

The 2021 Geneva motor show has been cancelled - the news casts doubt over whether the 
show - the biggest public event in Switzerland - will ever bounce back and suggests 
coronavirus will continue to wreak havoc on the automotive industry for years to come. Show 
organisers admitted that most manufacturers could not commit to attending in 2021. Car 
shows draw large crowds with the concomitant danger in this time of pandemic. The 2021 
George Motor Show has already been cancelled and the GRMC waits to see what 2021 will 
bring before having to make a final decision in January on the Knysna Motor Show.  

A spectacular collection of Classic cars and Muscle cars will go on auction on the 5th 
December from the Creative Rides showroom in Bryanston, together with High street 
Auctions.  This extensive collection is part of the lifetime collection from the late Louis 
Coetzer of Bloemfontein- an avid, knowledgeable and highly respected collector of classic 
and muscle cars with a collection of over 350 cars. The bulk of the cars is an extensive 
collection of Mercedes Benz’s spanning 6 decades.  
The auction takes place, on-line and in their premises. To view the cars on auction and if you 
would like to register go to http://icandicq.co.za/HighStreetCar/ 
For the first time ever a virtual tour is available on line for every car for those who may not be 
able to travel to Johannesburg for the viewing which is open from 30/11-4/12.Creative Rides 
say that the vehicles are expected to fetch affordable prices so that they remain accessible 
to the ordinary collector.   
 
Britain’s first ever F1 team is celebrating its 70th 

anniversary this year, and it’s marking the 

occasion by building three examples of one of 

its most innovative racing cars. British Racing 

Motors, or BRM, intends to create a trio of fresh 

examples of the Type 15 Mk1 BRM V16.  The 

first car should be finished next year, and will 

fittingly go to John Owen, the son of the BRM 

team’s principal.  The Type 15 Mk1 uses a V16 block capable of 600hp at 12,000rpm, and 

all three will be reproduced by Hall and Hall, a joint venture from the Owen family and Rick 

Hall – a former BRM mechanic. Interestingly, the cars will be built not from pictures, but 

some 20,000 original drawings for the most accuracy possible – and the whole thing has 

been sanctioned by the Owen family.  ‘Without the 20,000 or so original technical drawings, 

we could not have contemplated such an ambitious project,’ said Nick Owen. ‘But incredibly, 

that is just the starting point, as these archives tell the story of staggering British innovation 

and engineering skill. It is hard to imagine just how complex a 16-cylinder engine is but what 

is clear is that the same care, attention and design detail went into every element of every 

BRM.’ The Type 1 was originally designed to compete against the strong Mercedes and 

Ferrari cars of the 1950s, though it now has an extra ten cylinders compared to its rivals’ 

contemporary cars.  

Vanwall will join the ever-growing list of 
‘continuation’ car producers as it is to recreate six of 
the 1958 championship-winning Vanwall Formula 

 

 

http://icandicq.co.za/HighStreetCar/?fbclid=IwAR11qW1RNdkLRELqiNygN8UufzQ-sdywWtcwnH-MxsN80ChbSPPJpmZ1Ens


One classics in partnership with historic racing experts, Hall and Hall. Created by autocratic 
industrialist Tony Vandervell in the early 1950s, Vanwall was the first British-built car to win 
the British Grand Prix with a British driver, with Sir Stirling Moss and Tony Brooks sharing 
the honours in 1957. Another half a dozen victories in ‘58 cemented the team’s position as 
the first winner of the Formula One World Constructors Trophy, and to this day it remains the 
first of only two Formula One teams ever to have recorded a maximum point score in a 
championship season. The 19th October 1958 was the day Vanwall clinched the memorable 
championship win in Morocco. The faithful continuation cars will feature the powerful 270bhp 
2,489cc Vanwall engine, all meticulously engineered using original drawings and blueprints 
from the 1950s. Each of the hand-built continuation cars won’t be cheap and will be sold for 
around £2,000,000 . 

The Classic car scene is suffering from the economic troubles caused by Covid and other 

factors. I have been trying to sell a rebuilt Triumph TR3A for a friend at the knock down price 

of R250,000 with no serious interest. A few years ago, such a car would have easily fetched 

R350K. A Triumph TR can hardly be thought of as an “investment vehicle” but it is apparent 

that the high-end collector’s cars are also suffering from market doldrums.  During the recent 

visit of the “Summer Holiday” tour to the Franschhoek motor museum curator Wayne Harley 

mentioned that they had found that many of their investment cars have declined in value. In 

fact, he said, the Museum will no longer restore cars as it has become too expensive and the 

quality of local restorations was not good enough. The Museum will only buy unrestored but 

good condition cars that have the ‘patina” that collectors are now preferring to total rebuilds 

or “restomods”. 

Is it worth rebuilding a car anymore? Unless the car has competition history, or is 

exceptionally rare and expensive, it will probably cost more to restore than it's worth. Most 

enthusiasts who restored a car have overspent the budget even if doing much of the work 

themselves. If you are restoring a car for your own use and pleasure you are probably going 

to end up with a cherished classic but, if you are doing this to make money, forget it.  

What is the future for our Classics? Many countries are looking to end gasoline or diesel-

powered vehicles. Prime Minister Boris Johnson has confirmed that the UK will ban the sale 

of new petrol and diesel cars in 2030, before banning new hybrid sales in 2035. Behind this 

decision is an attempt to create a massive new industry with lots of new jobs.  He did not 

say, though, that petrol driven cars would no longer be able to use the roads. It is likely to be 

many more years before SA has to consider its position but, for interest, we have included 

the British Historical Vehicle Association’s position paper to their Government which makes 

a good read.  
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P O Box 1324 : Sedgefield : 6573 Ph 044 343 1099 :  
Cell 084 544 1203  info@thelivingcornerstone.co.za 

November 18, 2020 

Vintage Car Race 

Dear Dennis 

On behalf of The Living Cornerstone (TLC) Alzheimer’s Residence I would like to thank you 

most sincerely for the R12000 we received from the Vintage Car Race Event. 

Thank you once again for helping TLC make a difference in the lives of the people in our care 

and with your help we will be able to keep the wheels turning. WE appreciate it immensely. 

Being a registered NPO & PBO all donations and sponsors are Tax deductible in terms of Section 18A 

of the Income Tax Act 1962. A tax donation certificate will be issued on request. 

Please note that The Living Cornerstone is a registered Non-Profit and Public Benefits 

Organizationand all donations to this organization are tax deductible and a Tax Donation 

Certificate will be issued on request in terms of Section 18A of the income Tax Act of 1962. 

The Living cornerstone relies heavily on prayer, faith, fundraising, donations and sponsorship to be 

able to continue with this project. We appreciate all the help we that we receive.  

Yours Sincerely 

 

Gilda Scammell 
CEO 

 

 

  SAVVA Tip 160 – Bending plastic tubing and retaining the shape. 

  Some time ago we received this article from Dane Fraser. Thanks Dane and 

apologies for taking so long to use it: 

From Dane: 



If you have ever had to create a sharp bend in the clear tygon tubing you know how 

easy it can kink. 

I bought a new replacement carburettor for a small engine the problem was it came with 

a straight fuel inlet instead of the 90° one the old one had  

No problem I thought I would just use a piece of 1/4" tygon tubing for the fuel line only 

when I tried to make it do the sharp bend required to connect between the carb and the 

gas tank it would kink.  

I decided to give it a preform by making a shaping mandrel or bendable forming tool 

that I could insert then bend the tubing. 

The best thing I have found for jobs like this is lead as it is easily shaped into whatever 

form you need and will retain its shape as long as needed. and if required it can be 

straightened out again  

A couple of years ago I made some half round lead sticks by melting the lead and 

pouring it is groves for using in leading in seams and small dents in auto-body work. I 

found that was exactly the diameter I needed when folded double.  

I inserted it in the tygon tubing then bent it to the shape I needed. I placed it in a cut 

open soft drink bottle then poured in boiling water and left it until the water cooled.  

To remove the forming tool I had to straighten it out somewhat but the tubing retained 

its shape due to being heated in the boiling water.  

 

Tubing and tool before forming. 

        

lead tool inserted in tubing 

Formed and in boiling water note the drink bottle deforming 

 

      
tubing now formed and cooled                   Lead now removed note tubing retains the 

                                                               formed shape 
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Installed on the engine 

 

I hope this helps someone if they ever find the need to form plastic tubing. 
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                                             FOR ALL YOUR  

                                      
REQUIREMENTS PLEASE CALL SYLVIA ON 082 958 2498 

Also Available at Bodge Engineering, opposite Frost Motors 
FREE DELIVERY KNYSNA/PLETT/GEORGE 

 

                                                            
 

 

Specialising in Vintage and Veteran Car Insurance together with Personal and Business 

Insurances. 
Insurance Brokers 

CONTACT DETAILS: 
Gareth Bain 

Tel: 087 736 2222   Fax: (011) 699 0783 

Email: Gareth.Bain@fnb.co.za 
Branch Manager: Mrs N. Meier 

An Authorised Financial Services Provider 
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